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XIV SEMINAR
PhD Day

Advances in Infectious Diseases, Microbiology, Legal Medicine, and Public Health Sciences

Eppur si muovono...
does people mobility enhance global health?

November, 6th 2023

Aula Bovet
Istituto Superiore di Sanità
Session I

Chairpersons: Corrado De Vito, Felice Marco Damato, Valerio Capitani.

9.30 Sulle tracce dell’uomo - Giorgio Manzi

10.15 Marginalità sociale e prossimità sanitaria - Giovanni Baglio

10.35 La malattia come identificazione umana e sociale - Laura Donato

Coffee Break (11.00 - 11.15)

Ph.D. candidates’ communications (11.15 - 13.15)

- Health determinants in ethnic minorities with Alzheimer’s disease and identification of early diagnosis strategies in individuals with mild cognitive impairment - Antonio Ancidoni
- Safety and health protection in maxi emergencies - Paolo Anibaldi
- Implementation of telemedicine activities in the local health authority Roma 1: first results - Andrea Barbara
- Evaluation of epidemiological trend of repeated point-prevalence studies of healthcare-associated infections in a large teaching hospital - Domenico Barbato
- Detection and assessment of work-related stress (WRS) risk in an Information Technology (IT) society: a mixed three step approach - Rosario Andrea Cocchiara
- The expression of FOXO3a as a forensic diagnostic tool in cases of Traumatic Brain Injury and in the ligature mark: an immunohistochemical study - Alessandra De Matteis
- Evaluation of the ecotoxicity induced by veterinary pharmaceuticals on the aquatic vertebrate Danio rerio through a One Health approach - Kevin di Domenico
- Medically Assisted Suicide: the medicolegal analysis regarding the verification of conditions that make the act legitimate - Nicola Di Fazio
- San Giovanni Addolorata claims assessment committee: a five-year experience - Valentina Fazio

Session II

Chairpersons: Gianluca Russo, Ilaria Bellini, Martina Micocci, Francesca Brunetti

14.30 Cambiamento climatico e Dengue - Emanuele Nicastri

Ph.D. candidates’ communications (15.00 - 17.00)

- Study case of Ph. perfiliewi (Parrot, 1930) vector population in phlebotomine-borne diseases endemic area of Tuscany region - Ilaria Bernardini
- The role of microbial translocation in patients with KPC-producing Klebsiella pneumoniae rectal colonization, as a risk factor for subsequent KPC-Kp bloodstream infections - Francesca Cancelli
- Development of molecular assays on Plasmodium falciparum gametocytes for functional analysis and novel diagnostics on malaria parasite transmission - Mariagrazia Ciardo
- New antibacterial strategy using plasmids carrying the CRISPR-Cas9 system - Federica Di Timoteo
- Conservative oxygen supplementation during helmet continuous positive airway pressure therapy in patients with COVID-19 and respiratory failure: a pilot study - Alessandra Iacovelli
- Beyond virologic control: different immunological properties of new generation antiretrovirals. real-life data from clinical cohorts of PLWH - Alessandro Lazzaro
- Interplay between uropathogenic Escherichia coli and bladder cells and new strategies to counteract bacterial persistence - Linda Maurizi
- Exploring applications and identifying gaps in the implementation of the One Health approach for zoonotic disease prevention and preparedness strategies - Alessia Milano
- Herpes simplex virus-1 infection induces complement protein upregulation in brain cells; possible role in synaptic damage - Mariya Timotey Miteva
- GSTO-1 production during T. gondii infection in retinal cells as compared to retina explants - Veronica Rodriguez Fernandez
- Post Traumatic Stress Disorder in a cohort of COVID-19 survivors: three-year follow-up - Paolo Vassalini